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Despite their frequent use of technology,  
Millennials still value face-to-face meetings  

in the workplace. Benefits professionals  
who learn to adapt to individual communication 

 styles can increase the effectiveness of  
pensions and benefits information  
through one-on-one interactions.

Maximizing One-on-One Com munication With Millennials—
Style Counts! 
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T he Millennial generation, con-
sisting of people born between 
1982 and 2004, became the 
largest cohort in the Canadian 

workforce at some point in the last 18 
months. By 2020—just two years from 
now—Millennials are projected to ac-
count for 50% of the global workforce.  

The youngest members of this gen-
eration  are in their early 20s, with 
many of them graduating from post-
secondary school and poised to enter 
the workforce. So, they are educated 
and beginning to explore their work-
place benefits. The oldest Millennials 
are about 35 years old, at a stage of life 
when they are evaluating and planning 
their career paths. So, they are search-
ing for detailed information on person-
al and family health benefits and start-
ing to explore retirement information. 

When conveying benefits materials 
or investment and retirement planning 
opportunities to this group in a face-to-
face setting, it is important to consider 
an often-overlooked communication 
tool in your kit: style.

There are four main styles of com-
munication, which we will delve into 
later, and people communicate best 

with those who share their preferred 
style. On the flip side, people also carry 
a bias against styles that differ from 
their preferred form of communica-
tion—and this bias can interfere with 
the passage of information to plan 
members and employees. Despite the 
multitude of papers describing ways in 
which this generation differs from its 
predecessors, Millennials are no excep-
tion to these rules of communication.

The good news is that plan profes-
sionals can learn about different com-
munication styles and adapt to the pre-
ferred style of those they want to share 
information with. This can be vitally 
important when trying to convey mate-
rial as crucial as pensions and benefits 
information.

How Millennials Prefer  
to Communicate 

Millennials have been the subject of 
numerous stereotypes. As employees, 
they often are regarded as workers with 
a low sense of loyalty and who are will-
ing to hop from job to job as required 
for their personal success. At work, they 
often are described as entitled—people 
who need the workplace to babysit and 

entertain them. They are viewed as be-
ing obsessed with technology and un-
able to operate offline. The validity of 
such stereotypes is currently subject 
to debate and, as with every genera-
tion, stereotypes only form a general 
descriptor. Many Millennials will devi-
ate from the above perception. It also 
is important to remember this point: 
Millennials will soon become the ma-
jority in the workplace, so when we talk 
about Millennial communication pref-
erences, we are quite literally talking 
about the overall future of workplace 
communication. And there are some 
habits that cannot be ignored. 

Anecdotal evidence and workplace 
surveys have shown, for example, that 
face-to-face meetings, telephone con-
versations and nine-to-five business 
hours are increasingly being replaced 
by round-the-clock connectivity via 
intranet software, social media, chat, 
e-mail and instant  messaging. There 
is no doubt that technology has—and 
must—continue to play a major role in 
how plans and employers communicate 
with Millennials in the workplace.

But while the full suite of commu-
nications with this group needs to take 
technological preferences into account, 
benefits professionals cannot assume 
that face-to-face communication with 
this cohort is no longer relevant. Ac-
cording to communication expert Pe-
ter Jones of the Job Network, Millenni-
als may be “strapped to their devices as 
though their phones are vital limbs. But 
they are also capable, and even eager, 
for face-to-face interaction when that 
makes most sense (i.e., in the work-
place).” For example, when a Millennial 
needs to understand the importance of 
a pension plan or the value of a health 
and welfare benefits package, a face-

Takeaways
•   By 2020, Millennials will account for 50% of the global workforce, and their prefer-

ences will become the future of workplace communication.

•  Face-to-face meetings may not occur with as much frequency as in the past, but they 
are still a vital source of benefits communication. 

•  Everyone has a favoured communication style. The four main styles of communica-
tion are emotive, supportive, reflective and directive.

•  People prefer communicating with others who share a similar style. Communication 
style bias occurs when people interact with someone who displays a different style, 
which can make communication less enjoyable and effective.

•  By learning about the different communication styles and then adapting to the style 
of an individual in a one-on-one meeting, benefits professionals can increase the 
effectiveness of benefits information delivery. 
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to-face meeting is likely the best way to communicate this 
information and determine whether the material is being ab-
sorbed—and appreciated.

Communication Style Bias
It is not enough just to communicate information. The 

style in which information is communicated will go a long 
way in determining the effectiveness of that communication. 

Everyone has a communication style. It is a combination 
of verbal and nonverbal messages, and it is the you that is 
on display at any given time. Some people are spontaneous 
and enthusiastic, commonly use gestures, show open facial 
expressions and make their position known when commu-
nicating. Others are more subdued, harder to read and care-
fully consider the facts before speaking. Almost all people 
are quick to judge how well another person’s communication 
style works for them.

When someone perceives a bad fit with his or her own 
style, it’s called communication style bias. It is likely to surface 
when people meet someone who displays a style that is quite 
different from their own. Benefits professionals are aware 
of many forms of bias or discrimination in society and the 
workplace today, including discrimination toward gender, 
age, race, ethnicity and religious groups. However, commu-
nication style bias crosses all groups. Therefore, it is likely the 
most common form of bias—and yet a form that most people 
don’t even know exists. 

If there is a good match between styles in a one-on-one 
setting, such as a sit-down to communicate a change in health 
benefits, people are likely to get along—and enjoy more ef-
fective communication. In this scenario, a person is drawn to 
the other communicator, feels comfortable in his or her pres-
ence and, in a workplace setting, is more likely to listen to 
and understand the information being conveyed. Matching, 
or mirroring, another person’s style is an important interper-
sonal communication tool. With Millennials, a group who 
may not participate in as many face-to-face conversations as 
other age groups, it can be an engagement device that gives 
employers a critical advantage in recruiting and retaining 
workers based on health and welfare and pensions benefits.

Adapting to Different Communication Styles 
How can benefits professionals manage communication 

style bias in the context of one-on-one meetings? First, recog-

nize that there are four communication styles: emotive, sup-
portive, reflective and directive. Next, realize that Millennials 
(and everyone else, for that matter) have a communication 
style preference. It is not the only style they exhibit, but it is the 
one they feel most comfortable displaying most of the time. 
Next, have benefits communicators analyze their own styles. 

Do they tend to be spontaneous, sociable, expressive and 
emotional? Do they enjoy informal settings, like to talk more 
than listen, use lots of gestures and like to take centre stage? 
This means their preferred style is emotive. 

Are they good listeners, sensitive to the needs of others, 
warm and patient? If they like to avoid conflict, enjoy the 
company of others and are more passive and generally re-
laxed, then supportive is probably their preferred style. 

Perhaps they see themselves as analytical, serious people 
who like to examine the facts before making decisions. Do 
they think before they talk and rarely put their feelings on 
open display? If they are calm, tend to have controlled facial 
expressions and are unlikely to seek feedback from others, 
these attributes would mean they have a reflective commu-
nication style. 

Or maybe they tend to be frank, determined, task-ori-
ented and outspoken. Do they prefer action, want to get to 
the point and generally keep emotion aside when they talk? 
If they are quite serious and take charge easily, that would 
make them directive-style communicators.

Once benefits professionals have a good idea of their fa-
voured style, the last task is to try to recognize these four 
style behaviours in the individuals with whom they are go-
ing to communicate—and then adapt to them. In a one-on-
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one meeting with a Millennial, perhaps for enrolment in a 
voluntary benefits plan, a benefits communicator should 
observe the communication behaviours of the plan member 
or employee and make a conscious effort to adapt to his or 
her style. The employee in the meeting should naturally be 
drawn to the benefits professional and want to further the 
communication.

Some people will prefer hard data about voluntary ben-
efits—how much they cost, why they are being offered it, po-
tential benefits and drawbacks, action items and deadlines—
without much small talk. Both reflective- and directive-style 
communicators, for example, are fact- and task-oriented and 
want information more than a personal connection, at least in 
the beginning. 

Others will want to start with pleasantries, get to know 
the benefits communicator a little bit and feel a connection 
with the type of person the communicator is. They might 
benefit from hypothetical stories of how and when people 
have used voluntary benefits. Unlike reflective and directive 
styles, both emotive- and supportive-style communicators 
are primarily relationship-oriented. They will want to have 

an offline chat and share personal anecdotes before getting 
down to the facts. 

People generally feel most comfortable when communi-
cating with others who are demonstrating behaviours similar 
to their own. This can mean the difference between an em-
ployee understanding and valuing benefits or walking away 
disengaged, confused or disgruntled. 

The Golden Rule vs. the Platinum Rule
Let’s look at a helpful reminder when applying some of 

these ideas to one-on-one benefits communications with 
Millennials. Most everyone is familiar with the Golden Rule: 
Do unto others as you would have them do unto you. Most 
of the time, this rule can be considered inviolate and applies 
well to all ethical considerations in the workplace. For exam-
ple, if employers want to be treated with honesty, then they 
should treat employees that same way. 

However, when it comes to communication styles, the 
Golden Rule needs some modification. If benefits profession-
als apply this rule to communication, they would be commu-
nicating to others consistent with their own preferred styles 
because that’s the way they would want others to communi-
cate with them. Emotives typically like to be treated emo-
tively, people with reflective styles prefer it when someone 
else acts reflectively and so on. 

In that way, the Golden Rule will work well only if people 
are communicating with a style similar to their own. There-
fore, when it comes to communication styles, benefits pro-
fessionals need a different rule. Let’s call it the Platinum Rule. 
This rule states: Do unto others as they would have you do 
unto them. 

This rule means benefits communicators are consciously 
adapting to the style of individual plan members or em-
ployees. The message they are sending is: I approve of you, 
respect your style of communication and am willing to put 
your communication needs before my own. 

This is a potent message that can influence benefits com-
munications in a powerful way. When a Millennial employee 
or plan member schedules a one-on-one meeting to discuss 
benefits, the benefits communicator should attempt to dis-
cern the preferred style of communication and then adapt 
his or her communication style accordingly. If done well, this 
should create mutually satisfying interpersonal communica-
tion and increase the effectiveness with which benefits infor-
mation is conveyed to that person.  &
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